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THE EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL REGULAR
LOCAL OVERRINGS FOR AN ARBITRARY DOMAIN

BERNARD JOHNSTON

ABSTRACT. It is shown that the set of regular local rings of dimension n

containing an integral domain D, having the same quotient field as D, and

ordered by containment satisfies the descending chain condition. The set of

regular local rings of dimension n contained in a regular local ring of dimension

m, n > m, need not satisfy the ascending chain condition, as is shown by

example.

Introduction. The local factorization theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar states

that if R and S are 2-dimensional regular local rings ("RLR's") with R Ç S C

quotient field of R, then S is obtainable from R by a unique finite sequence of

quadratic transforms [7, Lemma, p. 538; 1, Theorem 3]. This result does not

extend to higher dimensions, as was shown by Sally [5, Corollary 4.5] and Shannon

[6, Example 3.2]. Nevertheless one can conclude that for any such R and S as above

with dim R — dim S = n > 2, every chain of RLR's between R and S is finite [2,

Corollary 4.10]. The proof of this result involves showing: (a) the ascending chain

condition ("a.c.c"), and (b) the descending chain condition ("d.c.c") hold for the

set of RLR's between R and S, ordered by containment. (Note that such rings are

necessarily of dimension n [5, Lemma 5.3].) Such behavior does not occur for more

general classes of local domains [2, Examples 4.9 and 5.2].

If R and S have different dimensions, say dim/2 = m > n = dimS, then the

a.c.c. no longer holds on the set of m-dimensional RLR's between R and S, as is

shown in Example 2. The main result of this paper is that the d.c.c. continues

to hold on the set of n-dimensional RLR's between R and S and, in fact, given

any integral domain D, if we denote by 9t the set of RLR's of dimension n which

properly contain D and are contained in the quotient field of D, then ÍR satisfies

the d.c.c. In particular, this shows that if S e £ft then there exists S' e ÍH such

that S D S' D R and such that there is no RLR T with S' D T D R. Examples of

such "minimal" RLR's are given in [5, Theorem 5.1, 2, Example 5.4].

NOTATION. We assume throughout that (S0,M0,k0) D (Si,Mi,ki) D ■■■ is a

strictly descending sequence of quasilocal (commutative) rings (i.e., Mi is the unique

maximal ideal of Si) such that Mi D S¿+i = M+i for all i. Then the residue field fc¿

canonically embeds in kj, for i > j, and we identify fc¿ with its image in order to

assume fco 2 fci 2 ■ ■ ■ • We denote P|^o Si by Soo and f]°Z0 Mi by Moo-
We define the ith order function for x e S, by ord,(x) := sup{r € N | x e M[}.

By the embedding dimension of Si ("emdim5¿") we indicate the dimension of
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Mi/M2 as a fc¿-vector space. By a regular local ring we mean a Noetherian quasilocal

domain R such that dim R = emdim R. If i > j, we define the fcj-vector space V¿¿

to be

(MlSJ + M2)/M2ÇMJ/M2=:V]J.

We denote the extended Rees ring of Si with respect to Mi, namely the ring

Si\Mit,t~l], where t is an indeterminate, by £(S¿). If i > j then £(S¿) Ç R(Sj).

We denote the associated graded ring of Si with respect to Mi, namely the ring

®?=o MÏ/MÏ+1, by S*. Then S* = £(S¿)/(*-1)£(£)- If i > j we have a canonical
ring homomorphism <pij : S* —* S* given by

AíSiVír1)*^,) - ^/(r1)*^) n R{Si)

We proceed to the proof of the main result. We first consider four simple lemmas.

LEMMA 1. With the notation as above, assume in addition that emdim Si =

rii < oo for all i. Then there exists a cofinal subset C of the nonnegative integers

such that, for i,j, k eC with i > j > k, we have Vkj = Vk,i-

PROOF. We have Vn,o 2 Vo,i 2 •••• Since dimfc0 Vn,o = n0 < oo, this is a

descending sequence of finite fcn-vector spaces. Thus there exists rr, > 0 such that

Vo,r0 = Vfj.ro + l = • • • •

Now consider the descending sequence of fcro-vector spaces: Vr0)ro ¡5 Vr0,r0+i 2

• • ■. Then there exists ri > r0 such that Vro,ri = Vr0iTl+i = ■ ■ ■. We continue this

process recursively, and let C := {0, r0, ri,... }.    D

By renumbering we may and do assume henceforth that the set C in Lemma 1

is actually equal to N. For i > j we denote the fcy-vector space V¿¿ by Vj (Ç Vjj).

LEMMA 2.   With the notation and assumptions as above, for i > j there exists

a surjective ki-vector space homomorphism t/^ : V¿  <S>k,   k3 -» Vj.

In particular, setting di := dim/^ V¿, we have 0 < dr, < di < ■ ■ ■.

PROOF. Let fc > i. We denote elements of V3 = {MkSj + M}2)/M2 by a, where

a may be chosen to lie in MkSj. We define tpij by ô ® a h-> aä. Here, the first

bar denotes the image of a (modulo M2) and the second bar denotes the image

of a (modulo M2). Since M2 Ç M2 and since this mapping is bilinear, i/)tJ is well

defined.

If ä e Vj as above, we have a = ]T) ansn, where ah € Mk, Sh € Sj. We may assume

that Sh £ Mj- Then setting ah := ëh (modulo Mj) G kj, we have ^(^û/, ®Qh) —

ä (where, again, the first bar indicates "modulo M2" and the second "modulo

JY/").   □
DEFINITION. Let L¿ : 5¿ ->• S* be the function defined by

r f v_í Ü€M{/M[+1,      if ord,(a)=r<oo,
i/¿(uj   —   s

I. 0, otherwise.

NOTE. Iford¿(a) = ordt{b) and Lt(a) +Lj(i>) ̂  0, then L¿(a+6) = L¿(a)+L¿(6),
and if Li{a)Li{b) ^ 0, then Li(ab) = Li(a)Lt{b). If ord,(a) = r < oo, i > j, then

<Pij{Li{a)) = < .
{ 0, otherwise.

(Since MJ 2 MJ,ordj(a) > ord¿(a) whenever i > /.)
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NOTATION. If emdim 5, = n, < oo then we may choose xn,... ,Xinj e Mi such

that the images of xn,... ,Xid¡ (modulo M2) form a basis for V¿.  We have S* =

ki[Li(xu),..., Li(xint)}, and we denote by S¡ the subring ki[Li(xn),.. . ,L¿(z¿(iJ] =

ki[Vi\.

LEMMA 3. With the notation and assumptions as above, for i > j there exists

a ki-algebra surjection 9i3 : S¡ «g)*;, kj -» 5'.

PROOF. It suffices by linearity to define B%3 for homogeneous elements of S[. If

Ll(a) e S[ is one such and a e kj, we define 9ij{Li(a) ® a) := a<pij(Li(a)). Since

PijiVi) = ^ijiVi) Q Vj (as fc¿-vector space homomorphisms), it is routine to check

that 6ij is well defined.

Surjectivity of 6ij follows from surjectivity of ipij and the following commutative

diagram:

Vj -*— S'j^kjlVj]

Vi <g>fci kj -► S¡ ®k, kj = ki[Vi] <8>fc, kj.    G
fi®idkj

LEMMA 4. With the notation and assumptions as in Lemma 3, assume in ad-

dition that Oij is an isomorphism for all i,j.  Then a E Moo implies Lr,{a) E S0.

P ROOF. If ordo (a) = oo this is clear, so we may assume without loss of generality

that ordo (a) < °°- Since ordo (a) > ordi(a) > • • • > 0, there exists N » 0 such that

ordjv(z) = ordiv+i(a) = •••=: m. If / > ./V we get ipiN(L¡(a)) = LN(a) E S'N\{0}.

Since S'N injects into S'N <g> kN fco and since, by hypothesis, O^o '■ S'N ®kN fco -+ ^ó'

we have that

0NO(LN{a) (8) 1) = 1 ■ (pN0{LN{a)) ^ 0,

so

<PNo(LN(a)) = L0{a) E S0.    O

THEOREM. // (Sb, Mo, fco) D [Si, Mi, fci) D ■ ■ ■ is a strictly descending sequence

of RLR's, all of which have the same dimension n and the same quotient field K,

then the quotient field of the intersection Scx> is properly contained in K.

PROOF. Applying Lemma 1 to this sequence of rings and omitting all rings

whose indices are not in the set C defined in Lemma 1 (which does not change

Soo)-, we may assume that Vj¿ = Vjj =: V¿ for i, I > j. By Lemma 2, we have

that 0 < d0 < di < ■ ■ ■ < n, since V, Ç Vz¿ for all i, and since dim^ V¿,j = n

by regularity. Thus there exists N e N such that djq — c?w+i = ■■■=: d. By

renumbering once more, we assume N = 0.

Note that d < n, for d = n would yield, e.g., that dinifc0(.A/iSb + ^o )/-^o = n'

but then Nakayama's Lemma gives MiSo = Mo and Zariski's Main Theorem [4,

(37.4)] forces Si = So, a contradiction.

Now, for all i, let {xn,..., Xin} be a minimal generating set for Mi such that the

images of Xn,..., xxa- in V»,j form a basis for Vj. Then S* is a polynomial ring over

fc¿ of dimension n [8, Theorem 25, p. 301] and S¡ is a subring of S* which is itself a
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polynomial ring over fc¿ of dimension d, with generators a subset of the generators

for S*. Then S¡ (8»^ kj is a polynomial ring of dimension d over kj, and it follows

that the ring homomorphism of Lemma 3 must be an isomorphism. Hence a simple

application of Lemma 4 says that Lo{a) e S0 whenever a e Moo.

Suppose now that y e Mo such that xn,..., Xid and y are linearly independent

(modulo M2) over fco. Then y ^ q.f.(5oo). For, supposing it were, we would have

y = a/b, a,b e Moo, and so by = a (in So) which gives Lo{b)Lo{y) = Lo(a). But

this contradicts that La(a),L0{b) e S0, since Lo{y) £ S0 and since S0 C Sq are

polynomial rings.    D

EXAMPLE 1. Infinite descending sequences of birationally dominating RLR's

do exist, and a typical example is

k[X,Y]tXtY) D k[X,XY]{XiXY) D---D k[X,X*Y){xx,Y) D ■•• ,

where k is a field and X and Y are indeterminates.

COROLLARY. If D is an integral domain then the set of RLR's of dimension n

which contain D birationally satisfies the d.c.c. if ordered by containment.

PROOF. If not, there would exist an infinite strictly descending sequence of

RLR's containing D birationally. By the theorem, the intersection of this sequence

would be a domain having a strictly smaller quotient field, which contradicts the

birationality.      G

EXAMPLE 2. The "dual" of the theorem does not hold, i.e., given an Tri-

dimensional RLR R containing an n-dimensional RLR S birationally, then if m < n

there may exist an infinite strictly ascending chain of RLR's of dimension n be-

tween R and S. Let fc be a field and set D := fc[[X]], where X is an indeter-

minate. Pick Y e D such that X and Y are algebraically independent over fc

and let V ~ D n k(X, Y). Then V is a rank one discrete valuation ring (i.e., a

1-dimensional RLR) which dominates the 2-dimensional RLR R := k[X, Y]tXtY)

birationally. If we let Ri denote the ¿th quadratic transform of R along V, then

the sequence R = Rq C Ri G • • • is finite if and only if there exists an i such that

ht(M„ C\Ri) = 1, where Mv denotes the unique maximal ideal of V. In this case we

have V — {Ri)M„nR,, and V is a spot over R. But this contradicts the dimension

formula [3, Theorem 23] since dimV + trdegfi/Mff V/Mv = 1 + 0 < 2 = dimR,

and the universally catenarian property of R implies an equality here. By adjoining

variables, this example extends to higher dimensions.

In this connection it is interesting to speculate on what the structure of the ring

Soo might be where So D Si D •■• is an arbitrary descending chain of birational

RLR's. For example, need it be Noetherian? The "dual" question concerns the

nature of the union of an ascending chain of RLR's contained in the same quotient

field. Some material along these lines can be found in [6, §4].
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